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Abstract: Many robots that play with humans have been developed so far, but developing a robot that
physically contacts humans while playing is challenging. We have developed robots that play tag with
humans, which find players, approach them, and move away from them. However, the developed
algorithm for approaching a player was insufficient because it did not consider how the arms are
attached to the robot. Therefore, in this paper, we assume that the arms are fixed on both sides of the
robot and develop a new algorithm to approach the player and touch them with an arm. Since the
algorithm aims to move along a circular orbit around a player, we call this algorithm “the go-round
mode”. To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conducted two experiments.
The first is a simulation experiment, which showed that the proposed method outperformed the
previous one. In the second experiment, we implemented the proposed method in a real robot and
conducted an experiment to chase and touch the player. As a result, the robot could touch the player
in all the trials without collision.

Keywords: playing robot; play tag; mobile robot; human–robot interaction; human–robot contact

1. Introduction

In traditional robot development, robots are controlled to avoid contact with humans
as much as possible for safety reasons [1]. Therefore, when humans and robots work in
the same space, the problem is preventing contact and collisions while still facilitating the
work [2]. This criterion also applies to humans in a typical environment; however, in some
cases, humans may actively contact each other [3]. In recent years, robots that play with
children have been developed [4–10]. When children play, they often contact each other.
The play with contact (rough-and-tumble play) is known to be beneficial for children’s
development [11–13] Therefore, when a robot participates in the play, the robot should
contact and be contacted by other players while ensuring safety.

Studies of human–robot contact include research on detecting contact with controlled
manipulators such as robotic arms [14] and controlling them in contact with humans [15,16].
In both cases, the assumption is that the human comes into contact with a solid mechanism,
such as a robotic arm, and is stationary. Costa et al. developed a humanoid robot KASPER,
which has tactile sensors for interacting with humans through tactile [17]. This robot is
used to play with children with autism [7,18]. In the scenario for using KASPER, the robot
does not move. However, in games such as tag, each player moves and makes contact
while moving. The RoboCup soccer involves such a task as an ultimate goal, but there is
no human–robot contact in the current RoboCup soccer [19,20].

On the other hand, when robots participate in games that inherently involve con-
tact, such as touch, the game is often played without actual contact for safety reasons.
For example, in the tag game robot by Kasai et al. [21], the robot was regarded as touching
a player when the robot and the player were close enough for safety reasons. The tag
game system by Moreno et al. [22] extends human-to-human play, where the players are
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regarded to be touched when they are close enough. Saleh et al. designed a game played by
robots for children with or without physical special needs [23]. This game is to use robots
to pick up balls and shoot them into a goal; however, the game is designed to avoid actual
human–robot contact.

Some robots that play games with humans make actual contact with humans; in Hiroi
et al.’s robot playing “Daruma-san ga koronda” [10], the robot extends its arm to touch the
human while both human and robot are stationary. In this case, since both the human and
the robot are stationary, the robot only needs to measure the distance from the human and
extend its arm.

This study aims to realize a function that touches the human while avoiding collision
in a robot that plays tag with the human. For the robot to actually touch the human, it is
necessary to consider the relationship between the arm for touch and the human and the
strategy of disengaging from the human after touch.

2. Conventional Robotic System for Tag Play
2.1. Rules of Tag Play

The rules for playing tag follow those described in a previous work [21]. The robot
plays the role of “it” and chases and touches other players. In the original rule, the player
touched by “it” at that point becomes a new “it;” however, in the present system, the game
ends when the robot touches any player.

2.2. Robot’s Basic Behavior

The basic behavior of the robot is also the same as in [21]. When the robot is at the
origin and the player is in the field, the robot’s motion sequence is as follows:

1. Start tracking: From the origin, the robot monitors the area in front of the robot
(detection area) using a Laser Range Finder (LRF) and starts tracking when the player
is detected in the detection area.

2. Player detection and tracking: The player’s position is tracked using LRF, and the robot
follows a virtual target on a virtual circle centered on the player. We reduce the
possibility of collision by setting the virtual target on the opposite side of the the
player’s moving direction.

3. When the player enters the robot’s touch range, the robot is regarded to touch the player.
4. After touching, the robot leaves in the direction opposite to the player’s direction

of movement.

Control of the robot’s trajectory is based on the person-following control [24]. The basic
person-following method detects a person’s position using an LRF. After detection, we
control the angular velocities of the robot’s wheels so that the robot approaches the target
point [25]. We applied this control method to move the robot to an arbitrary point by setting
a virtual target instead of the person’s position.

Of the steps shown above, 3 and 4 are outlined below. First, a region is set up around
the robot, and the behavior of the robot is determined by which region the player to be
tracked is in. This area is shown in Figure 1. When the target to be tracked is in A, BL, BR,
or C, the robot moves toward the contact point of the circle around the target. When the
target enters D, the robot considers that it has touched the target and enters a disengaging
motion. When the subject enters area E, the robot judges that it is too close and makes an
emergency stop.

When the robot approaches the player, the target point varies depending on the relative
positions of the robot and the target player, as shown in Figure 2. If the player is in area
BL, the right contact point of the circle around the subject is the tracking target (Figure 2a).
Similarly, if the player is in area BR, the contact point on the left side is the target point
(Figure 2c). If the player is in area A, the contact point in the direction opposite to the
relative angular velocity of the target becomes the target (Figure 2b). This setup allows the
robot to approach the target while reducing the possibility of collision between the robot
and the target as much as possible.
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Figure 1. The area around the robot. The radius of area E is 0.85 m, area D is 1.2 m, and area C is 1.7 m.
A and B correspond to greater distances. In addition, A, C, and E are ±15 degrees from the front.

Figure 2. Relative positions and target points of the robot and target.

After the robot becomes close enough to the player and is considered to have touched
it, it enters a disengagement motion from the target. There were two methods of disen-
gagement: the onward mode and the parallel mode [26]. The onward mode is the simplest
method, where the robot simply moves forward for two seconds. In the parallel mode,
the robot moves to avoid the collision with the player, as shown in Figure 3. Let P be the
position of the target at the moment of touching the target, and let θL and θR be the angles
from two points at the edge of the circle of radius r around the robot to P. The departure
angle θW is then determined as follows.

θW =

{
θL − 90◦ θL > θR
90◦ − θR otherwise

(1)

After that, the robot disengages in the direction θW .

Figure 3. The robot disengaging the player (the parallel mode). The robot’s moving direction θw is
parallel to line YP.
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3. The Problem of the Parallel Mode

For the robot to play the role of “it” in tag playing, it needs to approach and touch the
player and avoid collision with the player. To approach and touch the player, the distance
between the robot and the player must be exactly the distance that the arm can reach, and
the angle of the arm must match the direction of the player from the robot. The best way to
control the robot depends on the mechanism of the arm. If the arm has a high degree of
freedom, it should be moved to contact the player when the robot is close enough. On the
other hand, if the arm is fixed to the robot’s body, the body must be controlled so that the
tip of the arm touches the player.

In this section, we consider a situation where the arm is fixed to the robot’s side and
propose a trajectory control of the robot required for this situation. The assumed robot and
arms are shown in Figure 4. The arms are attached on both sides, and we regard robot
touching the player when the robot’s arm contacts the player.

Figure 4. The robot and the arms.

The control method explained above assumes that the touch is established when
the robot is sufficiently (1 m) close to the player. As mentioned earlier, the above ap-
proach/detachment strategy would be effective if the arm mechanism could touch a player
1 m away in any direction. However, if the arm can only extend in a specific direction, this
approach is likely to lead to a situation where the player is close, but the arm cannot reach
them. An example of such a situation is shown in Figure 5. In this figure, the oval indicates
the human position and > indicates the robot position, with arms drawn on both sides of
the robot. The player and the robot are connected by a green line. At the point where the
player’s trajectory is bent, the robot has decided that it is close enough to the player and
has begun to disengage. Figure 6 shows the distance and angle of the player from the robot
at this trajectory. The player starts to disengage when the distance from the player reaches
1.2 m. The angle at that point is about 70 degrees, and the player is not directly beside the
robot (between the red lines in the graph at the bottom of Figure 6). Thus, in this example,
the robot approaches the player, but the robot disengages without any contact between the
robot’s arm and the player.

Figure 5. An example where the robot fails to touch the player in the parallel mode. The red oval
indicates the human position and black or red > indicates the robot position, with arms drawn on
both sides of the robot. The red > symbol indicates that the human-robot distance is smaller than
1.2 [m]. The player and the robot are connected by a green line.
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Figure 6. The distance and orientation of the player from the robot in the situation shown in
Figure 5. The green and red lines in the top figure indicate the touch distance and the emergency
stop, respectively. The red lines in the bottom figure indicate the touchable angles (90± 10 degree
and 270± 10 degree).

4. The Go-Round Mode

Given that the arm is fixed to the robot, it is possible, in principle, to control the robot
so that the tip of the arm reaches the player. Various such controls are possible, but rather
than strictly aligning the tip of the arm with the player, we thought that controlling the
robot so that the tip of the arm can easily contact the player by manipulating the angle and
distance of the robot would enable robust touch movements.

Since the arm is assumed to extend aside the robot, we assume a circular trajectory
with a distance that allows the arm to reach the player’s periphery and control the robot
to move along that trajectory. This is shown in Figure 7. As soon as the robot touches the
player, it quickly moves away to prevent a collision. We have named this the “go-round
mode”.

Figure 7. The circular orbit around the player. The player is shown in a blue oval, and the robot is
drawn as a red rectangle with two arms in black.

The actual control method for the go-round mode is shown in Figure 8.
Since the player is moving, the circular trajectory shown in Figure 7 is not actually a circle.
Therefore, assume a circle of radius Dc around the player at a certain moment and set a
point C that is advanced by an angle θV from the intersection point of the circle and the
line connecting the robot and the player. The robot tracks this point and eventually moves
to trace a circle around the player. We used θV = 20 [deg] in the later experiments.

When Dc is set to the distance the arm can reach, if the robot moves completely along
the circle, the arm will reach the player. Once the arm touches the player, the radius of the
circle Dc increases with time, which allows rapid disengagement without changing the
robot’s control method. In the later experiment, the initial value of DC is 0.8 [m], and after
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the touch, the radius increases at 1 [m/s], and when it reaches 2 [m], DC is not increased
any further. Algorithm 1 shows the total algorithm of the go-round mode.

(a) Target is at the left side of the robot (b) Target is at the right side of the robot

Figure 8. Control of the go-round mode. The yellow oval is the target person, and the red square is
the robot.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of the go-round mode
θV ← 20 [deg] ;
repeat

The robot chases the target (Figure 9 of [26]) ;
d← distance between the robot and the player;

until d < 1.2 [m];
Dc ← 0.8 [m]; ∆Dc ← 0 [m]; T0 ← 0;
foreach LRF scan do

Let P(px , py) be the position of the player in the robot’s local coordinate;

d←
√

p2
x + p2

y ;

if the robot touches the player then
∆Dc ← 1.0 [m/s] ×0.025 [s/scan] ;
T0 ← Current time;

end
Let CP be a circle with center P and radius Dc ;
Let Q(qx , qy) be the intersection between the line OP and the circle CP where

(
qx
qy

)
=

d− Dc

d

(
px
py

)

φ← sign(py)θV ;
Let C(cx , cy) be the point on the circle, where(

cx
cy

)
=

(
px
py

)
+

(
cos φ − sin φ
sin φ cos φ

)(
qx − px
qy − py

)
Move the robot toward C;
Dc ← min(Dc + ∆Dc , 2.0);
Stop the robot if T0 > 0 and Current time −T0 > 6.0 [s] ;

end

5. Simulation and Experiments
5.1. Simulation

First, we conducted a simulation. In this experiment, the player’s trajectory was
randomly generated, and then the virtual robot tracked the player to see if the touch was
successful. We implemented the simulation program in R 4.2.2 [27]. We also use the same
system for visualization such as Figures 9 and 10.

An example of the player’s trajectory is shown in Figure 9. The player’s initial position
was X = 1.8 m, and Y was randomly determined between −0.5 and 2.5 m. The player’s
trajectory was then randomly generated. The distance and direction of one step were
determined by uniform random numbers ∆x ∈ (−0.5, 2.5), ∆y ∈ (−1.5, 1.5). We repeated
the operation four times, and the player’s path advanced by (∆x, ∆y). The player stops
at the final position. The player was assumed to move forward at a constant velocity on
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the trajectory generated in this way. The robot’s initial position was (0,0), and it tracks the
player at a speed of 0.75 m/s.

Figure 9. Examples of the player’s trajectories. A player’s directions were determined randomly, and
a player changed direction three times. Different color shows different trajectory.

In the simulation, we regarded that the robot touched the player if the player was
at an angle of 80 to 100 degrees or −80 to −100 degrees from the robot and the distance
was 0.8 m or less. However, if the distance was 0.5 m or less, the robot stopped to avoid
collision. Thus, the robot could either succeed in touching, fail to touch until the end, or
make an emergency stop. Figure 10 shows examples of distances and angles of the player
from the robot. The green part of the curve indicates that the robot touches the player, and
the red portion shows that the player enters the emergency stop area. In the simulation,
if the player enters the emergency stop area after the touch, we regarded that the robot
successfully touched the player; conversely, if the player enters the emergency stop area
before the touch is established, it is regarded as an “emergency stop”.

In the simulation, 100 player trajectories were generated. We tried three control
methods: the onward mode, the parallel mode, and the go-round mode. In addition, we
tried three human velocities, 0.5 [m/s] , 0.6 [m/s], and 0.75 [m/s]. Since the robot moves
at 0.75 [m/s], 0.5 [m/s], and 0.6 [m/s], human velocity condition is the case where the
robot moves sufficiently faster than the human. When the human velocity was 0.75 [m/s],
the human and the robot moved at the same speed. Therefore, the robot would touch the
human after the human stopped at the last position.

The results are shown in Figure 11. The results show that the go-round mode showed
consistently better results for all conditions. Among the conventional methods, the parallel
mode showed larger touch rate and smaller stop rate, which was consistent with the
literature [21]. In addition, when the human velocity was fast, the touch rate of the
robot decreased.
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(a) Touch succeeded (touch) (b) Touch failed (notcomplete)

(c) Emergency stop (stop)

Figure 10. Examples of success/failure trials. Meaning of colors of the lines are the same as that in
Figure 6.

Figure 11. The simulation result.

5.2. Experiment Using a Real Robot
5.2.1. The Robot

We experimented using an actual robot shown in Figure 12. The mobile robot was
based on Pioneer 3DX (manufactured by MobileRobots Inc., currently Omron Adept Tech-
nology, Pleasanton, CA, USA), a two-wheeled mobile robot. The maximum translational
speed of the robot was 0.75 [m/s], and the maximum angular velocity was set to 110 [deg/s].
The robot size is 0.380 (1.64 when the arm is deployed) × 0.610 × 1.60 [m] WDH. The total
weight is 26 [kg]. The robot had two 1-DOF arms that moved horizontally on both sides.
The motors (Dynamixel MX-28AR, manufactured by ROBOTIC Co. Ltd., Seoul, South
Korea) equipped with a torque limit were used for moving the arms. We sensed an arm’s
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contact with a player by measuring the load torque of the motor. When the load torque
exceeds the threshold, we judge the arm contacts with a human, and the torque is released.
The threshold was determined empirically through preliminary experiments. The arms are
made of lightweight polyethylene foam to ensure safety. The arm’s length is determined
based on the human body size and shape database (upper limb length) [28]. The LRF
for human detection used was the UTM-30LX (manufactured by Hokuyo Electric, Osaka,
Japan), which was installed at a height of 1.0 [m] and could measure a two-dimensional
distance of up to 30 [m] at 270 [deg].

A laptop PC (MouseComputer DAIV5N CPU: Intel(R)Core(TM)i7-9750H@2.60GHz,
Memory: 32 GB) was installed behind the robot to control the entire robot. The emergency
stop switch was installed at the top of the robot. Figure 13 shows the system’s block
diagram. The system works on Windows 10, where the robot control system is operated
in ROS melodic on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS that runs on VMware. The communication system
between the robot and the arms runs on Windows, which communicates with ROS using
TCP/IP.

Figure 12. The robot used for the experiment.

Figure 13. The system diagram.

5.2.2. The First Experiment

In the first experiment, the robot and the player moved at a similar speed.
The experiment was conducted in a carpeted foyer, and one male player participated.
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We prepared three paths, as shown in Figure 14. We determined these trajectories based on
the observation of tag plays by human players [21]. The three trajectories, straight, curved,
and zigzag, are frequently observed as motions of players in those plays. We also used the
same trajectories in our previous work [21].

The player walked at a velocity of 0.74 [m/s] by synchronizing the sound of a
metronome, and the robot chased the player at a velocity of 0.75 [m/s]. After walking the
entire path, the player stayed at the end of the path.

We conducted two trials for one path and one method. Since the robot and the
player are initially on the X-axis, two virtual targets can be around the player, as shown
in Figure 15. Therefore, we set the robot to choose the left (Y > 0) target in one trial and
the right (Y < 0) one in another trial. Since we tried two methods, the parallel mode and
the go-round mode, the experiment was conducted 12 times (3 paths × 2 directions (left
and right) × 2 methods). We used robot odometry to obtain the robot’s trajectory, and
the player’s position was estimated from the player’s position observed by LRF and the
robot’s odometry.

(a) Straight path (b) Curved path

(c) Zigzag path

Figure 14. The experimental environments.

Figure 15. Two virtual targets at the initial state.

Table 1 shows the experimental results. The parallel mode failed in two out of six trials.
In the failed trials, the robot approaches the player from the right side.
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Table 1. Results of the experiment by a real robot.

Method Path Target Min. Dist. [m] Touch

parallel straight left 0.845 success
parallel straight right 0.842 success
parallel curve left 0.541 success
parallel curve right 0.902 fail
parallel zigzag left 0.577 success
parallel zigzag right 0.913 fail

go-round straight left 0.709 success
go-round straight right 0.718 success
go-round curve left 0.652 success
go-round curve right 0.755 success
go-round zigzag left 0.595 success
go-round zigzag right 0.711 success

Figure 16 shows the trajectories of the robot and the player of the curved path by
the parallel and go-round mode. The blue and red marks in these figures show the robot
and the player trajectories, respectively. When the robot used the parallel mode, the robot
decided to disengage when the arm could not reach the player, and the player moved to the
opposite side of the robot, which caused the touch to fail. When employing the go-round
mode, the robot moved toward the player until it moved aside from the player.

(a) Parallel mode (failed) (b) Go-round mode (succeeded)

Figure 16. An example of trajectories for the curved path. The blue and red marks show the robot
and the player trajectories, respectively.

5.2.3. The Second Experiment

In the previous experiment, we compared the parallel and go-round modes and found
that the go-round mode allowed the robot to continue to follow and touch the player.
However, in the previous experiment, the player stopped at the final point, and the robot
touched the player at the final point. Therefore, we conducted the following experiment in
which the player continued to move even if the robot touched them. In this experiment,
we used only the go-round mode. In this experiment, we used three paths similar to the
previous one: straight, curved, and zigzag. The straight and zigzag paths are the same as
those shown in Figure 14. The curved path in this experiment is shown in Figure 17.
The player’s walking velocity was 0.37 [m/s] for the curved and straight paths and
0.5 [m/s] for the zigzag path. The robot’s velocity was 0.75 [m/s].

We conducted six trials (3 paths × 2 directions (left and right)). As a result, the
robot succeeded in touching the player in all the trials. The minimum distances of all the
conditions are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 17. The curved path in the second experiment.

Table 2. Results of the second experiment with the go-round method

Method Path Target Min. Dist. [m] Touch

go-round straight left 0.698 success
go-round straight right 0.787 success
go-round curve left 0.521 success
go-round curve right 0.505 success
go-round zigzag left 0.567 success
go-round zigzag right 0.744 success

Figure 18 shows the trajectories of the player and the robot for the curve trajectory
and right target. When the robot approached the player, it once tried to keep a dis-
tance from the player to follow the virtual target on the virtual circle around the player.
Then, the robot moved aside from the player and touched successfully. The video of the
experiment is provided as the Supplementary Material.

Figure 18. A trajectory for the curved path (right). The blue and red marks show the robot and the
player trajectories, respectively.

Figure 19 shows the photos of the robot’s touching behavior. The robot approached
from behind the player, touched the arm, and changed the direction opposite to the player’s
moving direction for disengagement.
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Figure 19. The robot touching the walking player.

6. Conclusions

This research aims to realize touch operation with a tag-playing robot against a player.
Specifically, we develop a robot with touch functionality and enable this robot to perform
touch actions for players. First, as in the previous report, we describe the realization of
“Touch-and-Away” behavior based on LRF to approach a player in a game of tag. In the
parallel mode proposed in the previous report, the robot performed the “Touch-and-Away”
behavior while keeping a sufficient distance from the player; however, when we employed
fixed arms, it eventually failed to touch the player. Therefore, we proposed the “go-round”
mode. The proposed method enabled the robot to touch the player even when the parallel
mode failed to touch, and the robot with the proposed method succeeded in touching the
player when the robot and the human moved together.

The contribution of this research is that it enables touch interaction (dynamic touch
interaction) when the robot and human are moving together. Limitations of the proposed
method are that it has difficulty in avoiding collisions with players who intentionally
approach the robot.

There are many challenges in actual tag games. In this work, we assume only one
player is in the field, but we need to assume many players in a real tag play. In this case,
we believe it is possible to keep chasing the nearest player. If the game follows the rules of
a regular game of tag, the player and “it” should switch roles.

In addition, we need to consider not only the robot’s performance but also its psycho-
logical effects, such as threat to the player [29].

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app132312909/s1.
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